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If you think your legal rights have been violated because of a disability, Disability Law Center may be able to help. If you are not sure whether we can help, contact us anyway. If we can’t help, we’ll try to connect you to someone who can. Disability Law Center does not charge its clients for services.

Need our help?
We want to hear from you.

Disability Law Center
205 North 400 West
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
M-F 9:00am-4:00pm
(800) 662-9080
FAX (801) 363-1437
disabilitylawcenter.org
Disability Law Center (DLC) is a non-profit, civil rights organization. We are dedicated to enforcing and strengthening the laws that protect the opportunities, choices, and legal rights of Utahns with disabilities.

Free and confidential services.
Our services are available statewide, free of charge. They include:

- Self-advocacy assistance
- Information and referrals
- Training and education on disability rights
- Technical assistance to service providers, government agencies, organizations and attorneys
- Investigation and monitoring of abuse and neglect in government facilities, residential facilities, and the community
- Negotiation and if necessary, legal representation
- Public policy advocacy

Protecting legal rights.
We can help people with disabilities who have problems such as:

- Abuse or neglect
- Discrimination
- Housing issues
- Special Education
- Community Integration
- Employment
- Accommodations in Higher Education
- Getting assistive technology (AT)
- Vocational Rehabilitation
- Voting and rights protection issues
- SSI and SSDI overpayments

You rights matter.
Thanks DLC for your countless hours of hard work, compassion, and support. Above all, thank you for taking the time to listen. You have changed our life for the better and have relieved a great burden from our hearts. My only regret is not contacting you sooner.

— Former DLC client

We can help people with disabilities who have problems such as:

- Abuse or neglect
- Discrimination
- Housing issues
- Special Education
- Community Integration
- Employment
- Accommodations in Higher Education
- Getting assistive technology (AT)
- Vocational Rehabilitation
- Voting and rights protection issues
- SSI and SSDI overpayments
The Disability Law Center (DLC) is a civil rights organization dedicated to enforcing and strengthening the laws that protect the opportunities, choices and legal rights of Utahns with disabilities. Our priorities are driven by the feedback we get from the community and our vision of a just society where everyone is treated with equity, dignity and respect.

Our free and confidential services include:

- **Short-term** technical assistance, information, and referral
- **Investigation** and monitoring of abuse and neglect in the community, residential facilities, and government institutions
- **Mediation**, negotiation and legal representation
- **Training** and self-advocacy education on disability rights
- **Technical** assistance to attorneys, government agencies, service providers, and other organizations
- **Public policy advocacy**

We help people with disabilities by:

- **Teaching** self-advocacy skills;
- **Stopping** abuse and neglect;
- **Increasing** opportunities for community living;
- **Making** sure programs and facilities are accessible;
- **Ensuring** access to voting;
- **Advocating** for assistive technology devices and services;
- **Decreasing** barriers to employment;
- **Securing** appropriate education services for children and young adults;
- **Ensuring** access to Social Security work incentive programs;
- **Protecting** against discriminatory housing practices;
- **Assuring** that appropriate vocational rehabilitation and independent living services are provided;
- **Reaching** out to underserved/minority communities.

For more information:

If you would like more information contact the DLC, or visit our office to speak confidentially with a Short Term Assistance Advocate. **Materials are available in alternative formats such as audio, large print, Braille and Spanish.** Office hours are Monday-Friday, 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM.
Guidelines for Reporting & Writing About People with Disabilities

Please consider the following when writing about people with disabilities:

**DO NOT FOCUS ON DISABILITY** unless it is crucial to a story. Avoid tear-jerking human interest stories about incurable diseases, congenital impairments, or severe injury. Focus instead on issues that affect the quality of life for those same individuals, such as accessible transportation, housing, affordable health care, employment opportunities, and discrimination.

**DO NOT PORTRAY SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES AS SUPERHUMAN OR HEROES.** Even though the public may admire superachievers, portraying people with disabilities as superstars raises false expectations that all people with disabilities should achieve this level.

**DO NOT SENSATIONALIZE A DISABILITY** by saying afflicted with, crippled with, suffers from, victim of, and so on...Instead, say person who has multiple sclerosis.

**DO NOT USE GENERIC LABELS** for disability groups, such as "the retarded," "the deaf."

**EMPHASIZE ABILITIES**, not limitations. For example: uses a wheelchair/braces, walks with crutches, rather than confined to a wheelchair, wheelchair-bound, differently-abled, birth difference, or crippled. Similarly, do not use emotional descriptors such as unfortunate, pitiful, and so forth.

**DO NOT USE CONDESCENDING EUPHEMISMS.** Disability groups also strongly object to using euphemisms to describe disabilities. Terms such as handicapable, mentally different, physically inconvenienced, and physically challenged are considered condescending. They reinforce the idea that disabilities cannot be dealt with up front.

**DO NOT IMPLY DISEASE** when discussing disabilities that result from a prior disease episode. People who had polio and experienced after effects have post-polio syndrome. They are not currently experiencing the disease. Do not imply disease with people whose disability has resulted from anatomical or physiological damage (e.g., person with spina bifida or cerebral palsy). Reference to disease associated with a disability is acceptable only with chronic diseases, such as arthritis, Parkinson's disease, or multiple sclerosis. People with disabilities should never be referred to as patients or cases unless their relationship with their doctor is under discussion.

**SHOW PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES AS ACTIVE** participants of society. Portraying persons with disabilities interacting with nondisabled people in social and work environments helps break down barriers and open lines of communications.
The Disability Law Center provides free and confidential services including:

▶ Legal representation

▶ Investigation and facility monitoring

▶ Training, information & referral

800-662-9080

Protecting & Advocating for 35 Years
The DLC advocates in areas such as:

ABUSE & NEGLECT
ACCESSIBILITY
ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY
COMMUNITY LIVING
EDUCATION
EMPLOYMENT
HEALTHCARE
HOUSING
PUBLIC POLICY
TRANSPORTATION
VOTING

Visit www.disabilitylawcenter.org to learn more about our services and find out about your rights.

DON’T FORGET TO LIKE US!
Short Term Assistance Team (STAT)

205 North 400 West
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103
info@disabilitylawcenter.org

Phone: 801-363-1347, ext. 2490
Fax: 801-363-1437
Toll Free: 1-800-662-9080
This publication is funded in part by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, the Center for Mental Health Services, the U.S. Department of Education, and the Social Security Administration. The contents of this publication are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not represent the official views of these agencies.
from the executive director

DEAR DISABILITY LAW CENTER FRIENDS,

During 2015, change has been a constant at the DLC and it seems to be happening at every level of the organization, from our day-to-day operations, to our approach to legal work, to how we’re engaging, supporting and interacting with our community partners.

Our expansive body of legal work includes areas that we have never before considered. Our policy advocacy continues to be a critical component of our efforts, lending prominence to complex disability-related issues which are too often marginalized in political arenas. We are growing our communications capacity and are striving to provide helpful self-advocacy resources for Utahns with disabilities and their caregivers. As you will see, we have used every tool in our toolbox.

In the year ahead, we will continue to break down longstanding barriers by pursuing legal, administrative, and other appropriate remedies to ensure protection of the rights of Utahns with disabilities. We will be working diligently on putting an end to abuse and neglect, remediating the effects of discrimination, and preserving the dignity of all people and their freedom to control their own lives.

I want to thank our staff, our Board of Trustees, and our Advisory Council. Together, they are an exceptional group of people who are dedicated, caring, and committed to what we do and those we serve. I am immensely grateful to you, our friends, and our supporters for choosing to join us on our journey.

Sincerely,

Adina Zahradnikova

Adina Zahradnikova
Executive Director
disability law center sues state for jailing those presumed innocent

UNDER STATE AND FEDERAL LAW, PEOPLE WHO LACK THE ABILITY TO UNDERSTAND THE NATURE OF CRIMINAL COURT PROCEEDINGS DUE TO MENTAL ILLNESS CANNOT BE TRIED OR SENTENCED.

While investigating conditions in county jails, we met a Utah County man with a history of schizophrenia who was arrested in November 2014 for shoplifting. Since this man didn’t have the resources to post bail, he was booked into the Utah County Jail. His public defender was concerned he didn’t understand the charges he faced or how the criminal proceedings worked and petitioned the court for a competency evaluation on December 17th. On March 11th, after three separate evaluations, the man was found to suffer from a substantial mental illness and deemed incompetent to stand trial. He was ordered by the court to receive mental health treatment at the Utah State Hospital (USH) to enable him to participate in his case. However, due to a chronic shortage of funding, beds, and staff at USH, the man remained confined in the Utah County Jail for six months while awaiting mental health treatment—his condition deteriorating. He continued to hear voices and was placed on suicide watch. At the end of September 2015, a bed finally became available at USH and he was transferred.

Unfortunately, this man’s situation is not unique. His is one of a growing number of cases where presumptively innocent men and women with serious mental illnesses languish in jails for months awaiting court-ordered mental health treatment so that they can participate in their criminal proceedings.

On September 8, 2015, the Disability Law Center (DLC), along with the private law firm Snell & Wilmer, filed a class action lawsuit alleging that the state hospital system’s failure to provide incompetent criminal defendants with court-ordered mental health restoration treatment within a reasonable time frame violates their due process rights under the 14th Amendment and the Utah Constitution. The lawsuit asserts that criminal defendants who have been declared incompetent to stand trial should be transported from jail to the Utah State Hospital in a timely fashion after the Department of Human Services receives the court’s order, and should be provided the needed treatment upon arrival.

“For defendants with mental illness stuck in this jail ‘limbo,’ these long delays result in needless suffering, including steadily worsening symptoms, self-mutilation, suicide attempts, and prolonged detention in solitary confinement,” says DLC Legal Director, Aaron Kinikini. “Warehousing ill people in jail when they have not been convicted of any crime, and are legally unable to stand trial for a crime, is both cruel and unconstitutional.”
Bambi has always been committed to bringing the world to her youngest child, Skyller. Because of his visual and hearing impairments, Bambi tries to ensure that Skyller can feel and experience as much as possible. As he’s grown bigger, lifting and transferring him has become increasingly difficult. When Skyller exceeded fifty pounds, it became necessary to have more than one person lifting him in order to ensure his safety. As a result, Bambi began working with Independent Living (IL) to come up with the best solution for Skyller as he continued to grow.

“When Skyller was born,” says Bambi, “I became a nurse because I was afraid something would happen and I wouldn’t know what to do.” As a nurse, Bambi knew the different lift systems available and understood that a ceiling lift was best for her son. IL agreed, approving her choice. However, the lift vendor submitted their paperwork late and the assistive technology (AT) funding for the year ran out.

Bambi waited another year for funding, moving houses in the meantime. The structure of the new house had to be considered, which caused further delays. Eventually, the vendor and IL retracted their support for a ceiling lift and instead, wanted Bambi to accept a bulky floor lift, that did not provide the trunk support Skyller needed.

Once she exhausted her options, Bambi called the Disability Law Center (DLC). The DLC met with IL and the Director of AT funds at Rehabilitation Services. Despite the agency’s insistence on purchasing a floor lift, the DLC didn’t back down. At last the ceiling lift was approved and installed in Bambi’s new home. Skyller flies high from bed to chair to shower. He gets where he needs to go, safely.

As her hearing and vision loss progress, Ramona has found it increasingly difficult to navigate McKay Dee Hospital, where she frequently has appointments.

The low volume of the hospital’s elevator signal left her standing in front of the elevators, unable to hear or see when she could enter. The door sensor in the elevator also didn’t work and the doors would close unexpectedly on Ramona when she entered or exited, requiring serious effort to push them back open. This left her fearing that her guide dog, Stormy, could be injured by the doors and might later refuse to enter elevators altogether. Doing so could force Stormy into retirement and Ramona would lose her companion, with a replacement dog costing upwards of $57,000.

Finally, Mckay Dee Hospital required Ramona to provide a signature on an electronic scanner, acknowledging that she understood documents with after-care instructions that she couldn’t actually read.

Ramona explained the problems to medical personnel and asked for changes, but they declined, instead telling her she should bring a companion to help her navigate the hospital and read personal medical information to her. Ramona didn’t want her friends to know the details of her medical life, or to require someone else to accompany her during visits. Frustrated, Ramona involved the Disability Law Center (DLC).

“They listened to my concerns, and immediately took action, submitting a request for accommodations,” says Ramona.

Within a few months the elevator volume was increased, the sensors were fixed and Ramona was receiving medical information in an accessible format. Today, as an advocate for the Deaf/Blind community, Ramona has successfully contacted six other Compliance Officers at six major businesses and facilities without getting the DLC involved. She’s leading change, independently.

Watch more of Ramona’s story at https://youtu.be/1Ut52P5vJ0U.
ending cruel discipline in utah schools

RECENTLY, UTAH STATE PRISON INMATES ON A HUNGER STRIKE HIGHLIGHTED THE NEED TO ABOLISH THE OVERUSE OF SOLITARY CONFINEMENT. UNFORTUNATELY, FOR TOO LONG, UTAH CHILDREN HAVE ALSO BEEN SUBJECT TO THIS TYPE OF ISOLATION AT SCHOOL.

For decades, special education students exhibiting behaviors related to their disability have been victimized at school. Christopher Stackhouse is one of those students. On more than one occasion, Christopher’s grandmother, Neomi, noticed scrapes and bruises on her grandson’s body. She’d later discover that her grandson’s injuries weren’t coming from peer-to-peer bullying, but rather from his teachers, who chose to discipline him by strapping him to a wooden posture chair—originally designed as an assistive device. The Disability Law Center (DLC) worked with the family and the school district to end this discipline, however this wasn’t the last the DLC would hear from Neomi regarding Christopher’s well-being.

“We went to pick him up and found him naked, locked in a booth with feces and urine all over himself and the walls,” recalls Neomi. “He’d scratch his face until he bled. He’d come home covered in urine, with scars on his arms from bite marks.” Time and again, when Christopher acted out, the school locked him in the booth. One day, when his feeding tube was exposed to contaminants in the booth, Christopher became very ill and had to be transported to Primary Children’s Hospital.

The DLC filed a state complaint on Christopher’s behalf with the Utah Office of Education (USOE). The USOE found that his school used seclusion excessively without considering the student’s disability. Christopher was moved to a new classroom without a seclusion booth and provided with extra instruction and more support. The District also forbid the use of posture chairs as restraint devices.

In September 2015, after five years of perseverance by Christopher’s family and the DLC, the USOE finally published administrative rules of law that define how restraint and seclusion can be used.

“In the past, each school district was allowed to develop their own guidelines for restraining and secluding students,” explains DLC Attorney, Lauralee Gillespie. “There was no administrative oversight by the USOE. We could only work with individual schools to develop appropriate behavior plans for students and there was no recourse for the harm done to these children. Now, Utah schools can be held accountable by law for their wrongful actions.”

“We can never thank [the DLC] enough for the service [they] provide to those who may not be able to speak for themselves,” shares Neomi. “[They] gave us hope when we had none...thank you again for your advocacy, change can happen! All people matter.”
Another important part of protecting the rights of individuals with disabilities is monitoring in facilities. After documenting concerns at the Utah State Developmental Center (USDC), we launched a two year investigation of services on campus. This involved weekly monitoring visits, interviews with staff and residents, and investigations of abuse and neglect allegations. At the conclusion of our investigation, we had serious concerns about the health and safety of some residents. Also, based on observations, it appeared certain residents weren’t receiving the active treatment services they are entitled to under federal law. We summarized our concerns in a comprehensive complaint to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). Given the serious nature of our concerns, we requested CMS act quickly to ensure all individuals in USDC’s care receive safe and adequate treatment. We’ve noted concerns for many years at USDC and we’re hopeful the results of our advocacy will improve the lives of those living there.

Often times, we start by giving people information about their rights and tips about how to be their own advocate. Through presentations to groups, one-on-one advice from our Short Term Assistance Team and by sponsoring legal clinics, we share our expertise with people, like Claron and Cindy Allredge. They learned that their daughter Aubry, could be educated alongside her peers and that they, as parents, have a right to be a part of all placement decisions. Also, that they could apply the law to Aubry’s own circumstances. The Allredges spurred changes resulting in tremendous growth in their daughter. You can watch Aubry’s story at https://youtu.be/yCAU_noHCl4.

success!

GETTING TO KNOW INDIVIDUALS ACROSS UTAH AND PROVIDING THE LEVEL OF SERVICE THEY NEED IS A PRIVILEGE. WHETHER IT’S TRAINING, LEGAL CLINICS, REPRESENTATION, OR VISITING THE MOST VULNERABLE PEOPLE, WE STRIVE TO IMPROVE LIVES.

FY15 client disabilities

- learning disability 3%
- neurological disorder 7%
- deaf/hard-of-hearing 3%
- blind/visually impaired 2%
- traumatic brain injury 5%
- intellectual disability 6%
- autism 5%
- neuromuscular/skeletal impairment 2%

7%
When someone doesn’t follow the law, the DLC is available to help get a fair solution through legal advocacy, like we did with Michael Coffman.

After traveling for a long day, Michael had stopped at a familiar motel chain but when he attempted to check in with his service dog, Tinsle, the establishment tried to charge him a pet fee. Michael, who is blind, tried to explain to the desk clerk that it’s illegal to charge pet fees for a service animal. He even provided the desk clerk with documentation proving that Tinsle is his service animal. The clerk responded by throwing the paperwork in Michael’s face and insisting that he leave the premises immediately. Embarrassed and feeling legally wronged, Michael had no other choice but to find another hotel to stay in.

Once Michael contacted the DLC, we were able to help him file a discrimination complaint with the United States Department of Justice (DOJ), alleging that the motel franchise had violated his rights under Title III of the ADA. The DOJ referred the case for mediation, where the DLC continued representing Michael. Through the mediation process, we negotiated a settlement consisting of monetary relief for Michael and training obligations imposed on the offending motel operators.
My attorney, Laura, was exceptional! I sincerely felt she was concerned for my family and me, and that throughout the entire process, our welfare was paramount in her responsibilities.

Thank you LauraLee, you are forever our angel that cared about our little guy. We can never thank you enough for the service you provide to those who may not be able to speak for themselves. You gave us hope when we had none and strength at our weakest. Thank you again for your advocacy.

They were professional and kept in contact on a regular basis. Everyone I spoke to treated me with such kindness and respect.

I really appreciate the fact that we have people like you and the Disability Law Center here to protect folks with disabilities.

I thought I would get the same run around I was getting from Vocational Rehabilitation. Sean, you impressed me, good to know there are people who care and show it.
IN JULY, WE CELEBRATED THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT BY INVITING INDIVIDUALS TO SHARE ON OUR FACEBOOK HOW THE ADA IMPACTS THEM. THE RESPONSES PROVED THAT DISABILITY LAW MAKES EVERYDAY LIVES BETTER.

Joe Coon — Tooele, UT

Joe, a father of five, shared how losing his vision to a genetic disorder led to the loss of his job and his independence. Recently, with support from Vocational Rehabilitation, Joe went back to college through a distance education program. With appropriate accommodations and assistive technology, he’s made great progress. “It’s funny,” says Joe, “before losing my eyesight, I didn’t know anything about the ADA. Now, I am extremely grateful for it. Without the accommodations I receive, I could never have gone back to school but with the right help, I’m able to do it. I’ll be starting my second year this fall.”

James O’Neill — Park City, UT

I do a bit of everything at Burger King: dining room, cashier, etc. I’ve been here for two years. The best thing about my job is my boss. He’s an excellent guy to work for. I have big seizures. He gets small ones. All I have to do is text him “Had one” and he is OK with me missing work that day. He understands. The ADA is great, but some places need to be worked on. They need to follow the law. I’m grateful I have a boss that does the right thing.

Brian Carlson — Smithfield, UT

I always knew the ADA was important and as a General Contractor, I’ve always made sure ADA standards are adhered to. When I remarried, I welcomed my wife and her three boys into my home. I love those boys and have a great bond with the youngest, Crew, who uses a wheelchair and a walker. I manage the construction of an elementary school and I celebrate the installation of a ramp to the school’s stage. It means every child can go onstage to receive their awards, instead of receiving them on the gym floor. Exits are accessible so kids don’t have to spend their recess time taking the long way to the playground. The ADA isn’t just about meeting federal requirements or adding convenience, it’s about valuing everyone.

Cinimin Kofford & Hannah Bonner — Torrey, UT

“Being in recreation, the ADA is so important for us to allow people to have equal opportunity and access, especially in our national parks. That’s awesome,” says Cinimin of the U.S. Forest Service.

“I’m passionate about the outdoors!” shared her coworker Hannah. The reason I’m at [Capitol Reef National Park] is I feel like people visit and it changes your life and you learn incredibly valuable lessons about yourself. I’m grateful that our government puts an emphasis on allowing all people to access these parks because we all need it for our own lives.”
defending housing rights

WHEN HOUSING PRACTICES ARE UNFAIR, INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILIES ARE LEFT VULNERABLE. FAIR HOUSING ADVOCATES AT THE DISABILITY LAW CENTER ARE ABLE TO PROVIDE HELP TO ANYONE WHO IS EXPERIENCING HOUSING DISCRIMINATION.

In November of 2015, the Disability Law Center (DLC) completed its second year of a three-year HUD Fair Housing Initiatives Program grant. This grant has allowed the Fair Housing Program at the DLC to enforce fair housing laws by assisting individuals with housing discrimination cases, conduct fair housing testing, and provide education and outreach addressing housing rights.

In the past two years, the DLC has taken over 1100 calls related to housing issues. Our Fair Housing team has has assisted 130 individuals at the case level. Case level investigations of housing discrimination involve mediating with landlords and filing administrative complaints with HUD against housing providers who have engaged in discriminatory practices. Issues addressed include denials of accommodation requests for assistance animals, denials of modification requests, refusal to rent, unequal treatment and retaliation.

Fair housing testing continues to be an integral part of the Fair Housing Program. Testing is much like “secret shopper”, but with apartments and discrimination. The DLC has conducted over 550 fair housing tests in Utah. Results of these tests are used to make housing more accessible for people belonging to protected classes. Testing based complaints have been filed alleging discrimination based on disability, race, source of income and family status. A systemic investigation resulted in a HUD complaint that led to the removal of medical releases from apartment applications for people with disabilities.

The Fair Housing Act (FHA) prohibits discrimination in the sale or rental of housing against people because of their race, color, sex, religion, national origin, family status and disability. Utah law also prohibits discrimination based on source of income, sexual orientation and gender identity. The Fair Housing team has created partnerships with many service providers who conduct outreach to members of protected classes. Fair housing trainings have been presented in 15 different languages, with over 1100 people learning about their housing rights.
## FY15 revenue by source

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>FY15 Revenue</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PADD</td>
<td>$2,075,935</td>
<td>79.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIMI</td>
<td>$1,610,679</td>
<td>63.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER</td>
<td>$359,873</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUD</td>
<td>$234,568</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIR</td>
<td>$111,289</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAP</td>
<td>$105,127</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PABSS</td>
<td>$70,075</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAVA</td>
<td>$67,071</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAAT</td>
<td>$60,067</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATBI</td>
<td>$45,067</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## FY15 expenditures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>FY15 Expenditures</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program Services</td>
<td>$1,703,301</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative</td>
<td>$191,272</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>$14,540</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*FY15 total revenue: $2,075,935*
thank you to all our supporters
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F. Mckay Johnson
Forest Crawford
Gabriel Gonzalez
Gail Laser
Garreth Long
Geri Reilly
Greg Correy
J. Keith Henderson
J. Simon Cantarero
Jacqueline Rendo
Jared Fields
Jane R. Conard
Jeffrey Hagen
Jennifer Patel
John Mbaku
John Oglivie
John Waldo
Jonathan Lambert
Joseph Hatch
Josh Hanagarne
Katharine Noble
Kathryn Collard
Kathryn Wyer
Kay Papulak
Kenneth Allsop
Kevin Bacon
Kevin Murphy
Kevin Simon
Kim McGregor
Kristine King
Laurie Fifield
Leslie Francis
Lisa Adams
Lucy Savitz
Martell Menlove
Mary Hoagland
Matthew Nielsen
Melvin Cook
Michael & Jan Brock
Michael Chidester
Michelle Mumford
Raymond Berry
Rebecca Hill
Rober Thompson
Robert Kurth, Jr.
Robert Moore
Sarah J. Somers
Seth Finlinson
Sherry Reischer
Theresa Sheridan
Tracey Watson
Trever Gordon
On behalf of the Board of Trustees, thank you for taking the time to review the DLC’s Annual Report. It identifies some of the DLC’s significant accomplishments in the past year.

As this Report reminds us, the DLC’s mission is broad and varied. Its objectives are not only to end abuse and neglect of people with disabilities, which are certainly important aspects of the DLC’s work, but also to protect and advance civil rights. The DLC works toward the integration of individuals with disabilities into our communities in every respect. From education to employment, from commerce to voting, the DLC is working hard for the rights of people with disabilities.

The DLC’s dedicated team of attorneys and advocates works tirelessly to execute this mission. I hope you will join me in supporting the DLC in the coming year.

Sincerely,

Jared C. Fields
President
Board of Trustees
OUR MISSION
The Disability Law Center works to enforce and strengthen laws that protect the opportunities, choices, and legal rights of people with disabilities in Utah.

CONTACT US
205 North 400 West
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
MON - FRI: 9:00AM-4:00PM
TEL: (800) 662-9080
FAX: (801) 363-1437
disabilitylawcenter.org/contact